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THE FOUNDATIONS OF THE THEORYOF GRAVITATION�Sir Hermann BondiChurhill CollegeCambridge CB3 0DS, U.K.(Reeived June 29, 1999)It is emphasized that Einstein's theory of gravitation has its physialand logial roots, �rstly, in Newton's theory, namely in the existene ofNewtonian tidal fores, and, seondly, in the requirement that these foresbe ompatible with the theory of relativity. Furthermore, it is pointed outthat the nonexistene of any ovariant desription of energy in Einstein'stheory is deeply rooted in a loal `unindenti�ability' of the gravitationalfore in Newton's theory, although this fat is irrelevant in that theory.PACS numbers: 04.20.CvMany physiists think of Einstein's theory of gravitation as a very sepa-rate part of their subjet based somewhat obsurely on an alleged `prinipleof general relativity' and a sophistiated `priniple of equivalene'. It ismy purpose to show that Einstein's theory an be diretly inferred by nor-mal physial arguments from Galileo's disovery, on�rmed to high aurayby modern measurements, that all bodies fall equally, irrespetive of shape,omposition, et. What then is the universal observable of this phenomenon?It is evidently not weight whih only arises when we stand an a solid bodylike the Earth. But what is always present, even for freely falling bodies,is the tide-raising fore so brilliantly explained by Newton as due to thenon-uniformity of gravitation. Thus the universal observable of gravitationis the relative aeleration of neighbouring partiles. (Note that with thisde�nition an alleged `uniform gravitational �eld' is no gravitational �eld atall and arguments about falling lifts et. are pointless.)To put this mathematially, the observable of gravitation is thus the linkbetween the relative aeleration vetor Æf i of two neighbouring partiles� Presented at �The Infeld Centennial Meeting�, Warsaw, Poland, June 22�23, 1998.(2859)



2860 H. Bondiand their relative displaement vetor Æxi. This is desribed by the relationÆf i = aij Æxj : (1)Therefore the tensor aij is the observable of gravitation. Note that any anti-symmetry in a would imply that gravitation ould spin up bodies withoutlimit. As this is not observed, aij must be a symmetrial tensor. In fatNewtonian theory asserts thataij = � �2V�xi�xj (2)and is ompleted by Poisson's equation linking gravitation to its souresaii = �r2V = �4�G�: (3)Exellent as Newton's theory has proved to be, it is unaeptable sine it isnon-relativisti. This is lear from (1), sine if one partile moved at justbelow the speed of light, there will exist displaement vetors implying thatthe other partile is aelerated through the speed of light. Thus a mustdepend on the veloity vk. Interpreting (1) as a four-dimensional equation,this dependene must ensure that the resulting aeleration is neessarilyorthogonal to the veloity, as this exludes aeleration through the speedof light. Aordingly there needs to be an anti-symmetry in the onnetion.To ombine this with the previously required symmetry needs a slightlyinvolved algebrai onsideration. It emerges that the only simple solution isto put Æf i = ijkl Æxjvkvl; (4)where the four su�x tensor ijkl is anti-symmetri for an interhange of theseond and third su�x, but symmetri for the double interhange of the�rst and seond and third and fourth su�xes. (Anti-symmetry for the inter-hange of the �rst and fourth su�xes follows.) Thus the tensor  onstitutesthe most straightforward way of making Newton's tidal relation (1) ompat-ible with speial relativity. A further physial onsideration is now helpfulto eluidate the signi�ane of .There are many ways to derive the gravitational or Einstein red shift,whih ours when the emitter of radiation is below the reeiver. (Myfavourite derivation uses a tower on the Earth arrying a losed hain ofbukets, �lled with atoms of some speies. On one side they are all in theground state, on the other side in a spei�ed exited state, whih makesthem more massive and therefore heavier. The ensuing motion makes theneed for the red shift patent.) Spetral lines being the basis of time keeping,the red shift implies that two loks that keep the same time when side by



The Foundations of the Theory of Gravitation 2861side, keep time di�erently when one is stationed above the other. Apply thisto a spherial Earth and attempt to desribe the situation by a relativistimetri. Beause of the red shift, the oe�ient of the time term must dependon the radial distane. Without any infringement of generality one arrivestherefore at ds2 = g(r) dt2 � h(r) dr2 � r2 �d�2 + sin2 � d'2� ; (5)where g, beause of the red shift, is not onstant. This annot our in a �at4-spae. Thus basi physial onsiderations prove that a relativisti theoryof gravitation implies a non-Eulidean spae. The simplest suh geometryis Riemannian and it is therefore ogent to use it.The most important quantity in Riemannian geometry, speifying itsdeviation from �atness, is the urvature tensor Rijkl, whih inorporatesthe symmetry relations found above (equation (4)) for the tensor . Thefundamental equation of geodesi deviation is e�etively idential with (4).Thus the diret inferene from purely physial onsiderations is that, inorder to make Newton's theory relativisti, one has to adopt a Riemanniangeometry in whih the paths of free partiles are geodesis and the urvaturetensor is the observable of gravitation.Note that in this derivation of Einstein's theory there is no mentionof any `general relativity'. Also, gravitation is adequately haraterised byGalileo's statement that all bodies fall equally.From this point on the further development of the theory is onventional.It may, however, be useful to make some omments on the physis of energyin the theory of gravitation. In Newtonian theory, gravitational potentialenergy plays an essential part in the onservation of energy, whenever thereis an interation between non-gravitational (`tangible') fores and the `intan-gible' fore of gravitation. (This terminology aims to indiate that loallygravitational fore is not identi�able, sine one annot ompare the motionof a partile a�eted by gravitation with one not so a�eted, whereas for ex-ample in an eletri �eld one an readily distinguish the motion of a hargedpartile from that of a neutral one.) As a helpful Newtonian example, on-sider two bodies of similar masses desribing eentri ellipti orbits abouttheir ommon entre of mass. In eah orbit, the (tangible) kineti energywaxes and wanes; the potential energy orrespondingly waning and waxing.The kineti energy of eah body belongs to that body and resides in it andthe kineti energy of the system is their sum. However, the potential en-ergy belongs to the system as a whole and annot meaningfully be sharedout between the two bodies or loated in them. The fat that no positionan be asribed to gravitational potential energy is irrelevant in Newtoniantheory. However, in a relativisti theory energy has mass and therefore an



2862 H. Bondiunloalisable energy is unaeptable. Aordingly there is an exellent phys-ial reason why there is no ovariant desription of gravitational energy inEinstein's theory.But without suh a measure of gravitational energy there is no onser-vation of energy. It is therefore unsound to all the �eld equations of thetheory `onservation laws'. Mathematially this is lear sine, unlike anordinary divergene, a ovariant one does not lead to a Green's type of inte-gral formulation. Physially it follows from what has been said above. The�eld equations should therefore be alled laws of the non-onservation of theenergy of the tangible fores arising from their interation with gravitation.Are there indeed any laws of the onservation of energy in the theory?There are none loally (exept under very speial onditions), but, givensuitable boundary onditions at in�nity, sophistiated onsiderations showthat there are global onservation rules. This is most easily seen in thespherially symmetri ase: Consider an isolated mass ontrating slowlyand heating up in the proess. This will inrease its thermal energy whihis observable and therefore tangible. In the Newtonian framework we wouldsay that this is balaned by a derease in the (unobservable) gravitationalpotential energy. This is an irrelevane in relativisti theory, but we knowfrom Birkho�'s theorem that the mass of the entire system, as seen from theoutside, is onstant. Thus there is onservation.I have tried to make evident that some of the peuliar features of Ein-stein's theory of gravitation are not `aidental' results of the mathematialapparatus, but are neessary physial onsequenes of onstruting a rela-tivisti theory based on Galileo's disovery.


